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3I
H»ffeting.** Theory of Religious
Value end its Relation to Education,
Analyses of the
Thesis,
1. The Introduction: the purpose of this paper Shall
te:
A # To expound end criticise 2tffdMg*8 theory
of the co-
.
servatio- of religious values';
B, To make clear the necessity of emphasizing
the increase of these values;
C, To show the relation of these propositions
to religious education,
2. The first yoint is e discussion of IliJffding's the-
ory of the. conservation of religious values:
A. The following is 'idffdinghs statement of his
axiom with the ampli icetion of his theory:
1) The general statement is: ''The coi'ser-
vation of value is the characteristic
axiom of religion,"
81 In the amplification of the theory the
following points will te covered:
a ) Relation of the axiom to physical
science: analogous to the co,'serva-
tiori of energy;
b) Relation to experience:

II
II ..xperience discovers vrlues;
8) Shows us that the fete of
the Te1ku.es is at stalce*
Psychological o is cuss ion of the
axior:: t::e relation "between
reality end value is psychol-
ogically the religions cons-
cio tisriess«
\ istoricrl discussion of the
axiom two types, "both deal-
ing with value :
1) The highest values r-re p1 -
ways present;
2) Ihe highest value.s are gein-
ed only through struggle.
hpisteniologierl treatment of
the axiom: vplue lies in the
Syi hbolie co: ception of reli-
gious ideas.
l.etrphysicpl trer tuent of the
subject
:
1) Eliminates controversy "be-
tween philosophy and science

Ill
8 ) Tends toward p phil-
osophic t.l unity in the
world of experience,
g) jhthicrl interpret ptio" of
the exiom: the rerlizr-
tion of values occmrs in
ethics.
The criticism and the expmiiiption
of the criticisms made upon 3ffding»
theory:
1) Ihe criticis::. that value is not
the essential element in the
religious cozisciousness
:
r) HSffding's whole theory is
bpsed upon this
;
b) Examination proTes it to be
essential to religion*
Z) The criticism of i:3ffdi:-£ T s ideps
of Personelity of God and concep-
tion of Immortplity:
b) We pre 'necesbrrily driven
' to the belief in p Personel
God, since ...erlity-Vplue
irould hpve-no mepning other-

wise
;
Id ) Immortality of personalities
must be pssured if vslues pre
to be eternally conserved,
Corley's criticisms:
»] Clai is that EBffding's view is
too narrow, bat study of P.8ff-
cULng sliows tiip t Zflffding sew
the larger significance referred
to
;
b] The mere conservation of value
is not p Satisfactory axiom:
1! Hoffcling himself notes the
importance of the increase
of value, end then ignores
it*
2) Increase in valae is the
foundation of progress.
c) Criticis . of the distinction
between mystical and practical
religion
:
1) Sat frir to mysticism:
2) Valuable in that it Lahes

piFin the necessity
for expression of
vrlue.
3. The positive implications of the iiler
of pxio.. of the Conservation btA the
increase of religious values and their
relation to religious education:
A. '^he belief that et the heart of
religion is ^rij.e , wl ich it is in ?£
religious duty to • conserve.
B* Religious e location hps a definite
prrt to plry ii the incv'erse of the
vrlu.es.
C# Vplues rre conserved not statically
"but in essence ; this is particu-
larly true' of religious values,
D. Values a\ty he replized merely
through pe o. sixties* - -is D-iiics
.p the following considerations
in the mPiter of education:
i) hot terchin^ religion "tut the
c . .ill
;
2J The spcredness of perso" elity
;
j) h;e rerlizptior of personality

VI
ps p matter of gro#%li;
4.1 She necessity for the ii^nortrlity
of finite personalities*
She thepfy of the conservation of
YC.la.es drives one into p
•
person*!-
istic philosophy:
1) Christianity espeeipll - has p
persourlistic background j
2) rieligious edues tion becomes vi-
tal and. living*
conslasion of the peper:
Ohere are religious vplues to "be con-
served:
1) These values pre unique, ps con-
trasted with lJ3ffdiiig's empirical
vp lues
;
2) T'he e£ sa.r price ' of person?? imnor-
tplity must he given.
xhese religious vrlj.es mast gaixi ob-
jectivity through their increrse i"
the development of personalities :
1) It is only through the increrse
of vplue that progress is made
;
H8£fding fpils to put pdeq. late

711
enphpsis upon this point;
fe) It if; the ir crease of vplue which
gives to religious eduestJLon
its right to be.
Religion is the s;stci. r ' izptio:; of
pll the value's ito an orger.ic whole
of life
:
1) hhe view of the "whole of life"
is i:.co i$>« t ible with HQ ff&iu/j s
positivistie theory;
. a) A riprrover view woulS not "be
religion
;
bl H&ff&ing refutes his plra the-
ory of vr-lue in the henip '. of
perohalism,
2) heplity-Vplue must be Personal':
p) Values ere realised o?ily
through personalities;
b) Cooperption for the working
out of the vorlcl purpose
ti --olves Will on the Divine

1.
eor
./ o f Reli^iioas
Vplue end its Relation to Education,"
There shall nev r be one lost ^ood. T '
Provning, in Apt Vogler
!Fha purpose of this pppe r is to study
the meaning of religion, end the na"ture of re-
ligious YPlJ.es in the human life. In order .
to expand this thought re shall attempt: 1.
to exfetind and criticise Ed ffding's theory of
the conservation of religious vrlJ.es , as found
ir his Philosophy of ..eli - ior : Z. to show the
Bignific anee of emp] 8si zing the increase of
these valuesi 3. to show the relation of
these propositions to religious education*
Whet is HBff&ing'ft theory of religious
vplues? .:ds statement is elerr and concise:
"The conservation of value is the chrrrcter-
istic rxior. of religion, w That is, religion
hps pt its heart the ideal of the conservation
of values* Ewo terms need defining: the whole
expression, ^aonservation of value 11 , and the
HSffding* Phil, of Rel, 1st, Ed, p. 10.

2,
terra "vplue" itself. HSffding sayVi "I use the
expression 'conservation of value r in analo^v
with the expression 'consirvp tion of energy',
so that the %xio.: psserts the continuous con-
servation of vplue throughout pll transforma-
tions." 1 We shpll look further into this
analogy with science later %m the paper. ,T v>V
ue denotes the property possessed by p thing
either of conferring immeMate sr tisfaction or
serving ps a means to procuring it,"^ 2his is
fef no r;ef;:s b unique definition of the term
"vplue", and w uld p^bablr be generally accep-
ted. It brings o -t the' distinction "between
intrinsic end instrument pi values. 3ome values
pre worth ful because of whpt is inherent in
them, while others pre valuable in that then
lepd to values wl ich pre ends in themselves.
However, it must be noted that this definition
i? hedonistic rlly onesided, in thpt the stress
is lpid upon the satisfaction of feeling in-
volved, pt the Bpme time ignoring, or apparently
• Ibid.
, p. 11.
p
Ibid.
,
p. 12.

ignoring, the formelistic element of the re-
letion O..C the individuel val~e to th c whole
system of values. It is true thet there is
nothing in Ildffdi;„g T s tJa.ou.glit to leed one to
tx.irk that he would reject this element; in
either esse it world not influence his exiom
only in so fer ps it would bri. g to importence
B different set of vrlues, The goel of life is
not mere sr t-isfeetion: ve.lues contribute
strength to life veil. Our idee of velue is
inextricably bound up in ©ui ider of the aim
end motive of life, mverett in his I lorel
Yrlues calls the ider of velue the epprecietion
of good, end the goods of life ere dependent
upon the iderl of what life ought to be.
In this paper the following outline will
be follo^e? : 1. The relet ion of the exiom of
the conservation of values to physicrl science;
2. the relation of the exiom to experience; 3.
the psychological discussion of the axiom; 4.
the historio&l discussion of the exiom; 5. the
Sverett , W.G-. ] o:---rl Vplues . p. 7.

axio -'-..verte'.". epistenologieally ; G . the bear-
ing of metagiiyBtOS on the axiom; 7. the ethical
wrki: g out of the axiom. It rill he noticed
that this is not the same outline that HSffding
uses, he treats the general subject of the
Philosophy of Religion under three main heads
:
the episteno'Logicrl, the psychological and . the
ethical. Under the second, or the psychological
point, the axiom of the conservation of value
is taken up in detail showing its relation to
experience, to psychology ami history » m& to
philosophy. It is easily seen why Hdffding
uses this manner of procedure. He is interest-
ed first in the nature of reality, second in
en -understanding of the axiom i its different
aspects, and third in the worming out of the
principle in the ..oral life. It will he nore
to the point in this paper, however, to nahe
clear in our minds the meaning of the conserv-
ation of value, and then to see how this axiom
fits i with the conception of reality as a
whole. It is to he hoped that an understand-
ing of the axiom will he gained from the study

of these seven viewpoints which may enrhle us
to estimate the validity and the v/epB:nesses o
the principle whieh HSffding proposes in rela
tion to the specific proble;.. rt hand of reli-
gious educption.
As hrs been mentioned earlier, the
doctrine of the cor.servptior of yelue is an-
plogous with the conservation of energy in ph
sicrl science, To say that as energy is con-
served in the physicrl vorld , so ia value
conserved in the religions world, is apparent
ly to put the «rnole treatment on p scientific
pip e. There is no doubt thpt K$f$ding>*a pro
cedure hps its adv8iitfige«a At the same time,
there is a dpnger thpt the terms vplue pnd
energy will "be confused or rpther blended so'
thpt any difference between tl e two rill he
obscured, httffding sees this dpnger pnd poin
out thpt energy might coi'ceivphly persist
without Vplue, but that vplue, oa the other
hpnd is dependent for its preservation upon
energy. 1 Ehat is, the eonservption of energy
is not equivalent to saying thpt vplue is co"
HSffding. Phil, of ..el. p. 11.

6.
served, since not ell energy is valuable, ihere.
is, however, p very repl wry £n which the two
exioms pre analogous. Energy is conserved,
"but not by pny means in the spme form through
ell the yeprs: the energy loosed from the
"burning log is transformed into hept waves.
In the case of the conserve tio:: of religious
values, the disappearance of vrlue in p certpin
form nay he necessary in order that it may "be
realized ir p higher form of in p more e.ffic-
tent wry, therefore
,
hdffding's exio . does not
aSsert that e certain definite velae will
remain valuable through the ages, but rather
thpt there will he the "continuous conservation
of vrlue throughout ell transformations",
Hdffding notes the distinction between poten-
tial end actual value, rs analogous to the.
seme distinction made by the physlcista concern-'
ing energy, but this distinction does not seem
to he of any importance in the working out of
his thesis. The whole question ps to whether
the conservation of vrlue is sufficient ps p
^
Ibid,
,
$#11.

7.
religious rxio: or not, will be "brought up
lpter in the critical study of K&ffding's voir..
It is enough to say here that should it he
v.? aided that the increase of Trine is b neces-
sary pprt of B religious rxion; of value the an-
alogy between physio*! energy and spiritual
vrlue would rt thrt point break down.
In the seco.d plrce we discover p de-
finite relrtion of the axiom of the conserva-
tion of value to experience. In order to have
assurarct that the rxio.. has vplidity, We
must see whether it fits in Wltfh our exper-
ience or not. Is there anything i:;, our re-
ligious experiences which would contradict
such an axiom? Or on the ot .er hp id, do we
find • thi:- gs In experience which would lead us
to put more frith ir it? ihere rre two points
Whiten l {iffding makes, which seem to he relevant
here
:
1. "Religior presupposes that me " have dis-
covered h„ experip-.ee that t'. ere is so r .etui g
valuable." 1 5?he v:ry fret thrt .men have ftftt&d
1 Ibid.
,
p, 217.

something which srtisfies the if need in the
reli^io^s life, is proof thst the;; believe that
there is something rerl i: experience which
is of vplre. Could the most primitive relig-
ious devotee he Induced to perform .tites "be-
fore :iis vooden god, if he 'did not "believe
that vplue ws either pttpched to the ceremony,
or inherent in the god
,
"Religion plso presupposes the spe-
cial experience that the fate of vplues is rt
stphe in the "brttle of experience," Shis
presuppositio"! does not seem to be so evident
ps the first, hat I believe that it is a correct"
dipgnosis of the religio-is experience. The
religious man throws the strength of his con-
victions on the side of that which seems to
him to be of value and by this pet asserts thet
there is p conflict going on# The 'horor striae
religion ts the most telling exp^ple of this
purse of religions experience. How the question
prises, does experience tend to show us that
velues pre "being cor served .'' hdffuing is frank •
to stpte that rt first sight this is not so,
Ibid,
,
p, 219
.

but he goes on to say that "in order ©.ompletely
to estrblisn end verify the pxioi. the con-
ierrBtioia 01 vrlue it would be necesarr^ to
show that nothing in the course of the world
is erely p means or r possibility, still less
p. hindrpji.ee, but thpt on the contrary thpt
which possesses meeLiete ^'orth hps always im-
mediate vplue plso, pnd thpt pll hindrrrces
pre rlso mean®* 11 hnether this world view
is possible or not depends upon the philoso-
phicpl conception he\d, pnd we shpll see wheth-
er iidffding T s philosophy makes such p presup-
position leyiti. rte. If the axiom it art es-
tablished pxiom, then it will be necessary
for H&ftfding to show that such p view of the
expe ience of life as 8 me ens to r- great end
is tenable*
Closely connected with this study of
experience and its relation to the conserva-
tion of religious values, is the testimony
which the psychological study of the philosophy
of religion may be pble to give« The question
Ibid .
,
p. 223.

1C.
arises, does the psychological analysis of
the religious consciousness find that faith
in the conservation of values is the basis of
the experience? Hdffding takes up the prob-
lem fro,., the standpoint of religious exper-
ience end religious faith* He cones to the
con elusion after his study that the religious
consciousness is unique in that it is M an ex-
perience of God", but he goes on to spy that
such an experience is so called "in so frr
ps it leads to p faith in the preservation of
value in spite of all things and throughout
pll things, " x "e experience reality : re
experience value : and, psychologically speefc-
ing, the relation which re : .r ke between ther.e
two fpcts of experience is the religions con-
sciousness. "Ke who will experience God must
exercise himself in discerning the kernel of
value beneath the hard husk of reality, ^ Ehis
is not the time to ash Whether the "peculiar
characteristics' 1 of religion are found in the
relation between value and reality'', but re
Ibid,
, p, 154.

11
.
may spy that if this is r correct psychologies!
analysis of- the experience, there is establish-
ed ore .ore point in favor of the axiom of the
cor servation of value "being the fundamental
hypothesis of religion* As in our personal
religious experiences we may find, a faithful-
ness which makes a direct relationship between
value and reality, 2 so we may assume that there
is in existence a Something which is analogous
to this faithfulness which is expressed, in the
doctrine of the conservation of value. "Thus
there is en inner connection between religious
faith or. the one hand, and the assumption of
the conservation of vplue on the other
.
ns
What hare the historical . elisions to
"Our psycholojicel invest iga fcioi of the
.philosophy of religion tends to oonffrm
our hypothesis that frith in the cor er-
vrtion of value constitutes the essence
*
of religion"^ Ibid., xj« 15S.
Ibid.
,
p. tm.
Ib id . , p . J4n .

f&cl to the discussion? ""..ere have the7 pieced
the enphesis? In the rein, pe hdffding points
out, there pre two types of historical relig-
ions :
1. One type believes thet the highest
velues ere plv/rys present, ho doubt there ere
difficulties involved in this - cor.caption: for
inste: ce, tl ere is the opposition between
time rrd eternity. Lid the values become the
highest in time, r-d. if so , does eternity chen
their vrlae? l.-oreover, not ell the v pities ere
eternelly seved ; sometimes thet which we co si
der p s mast velueble is doomed to pess ewpy,
end if vrlue is gte.ticallv rnd eternelly pre-
sent in. definite forms, then e con trediction
is involved,
2. ihe second type of historicel re-
ligion believes thet the highest values ere
gained only thro^h struggle end strife.
Yalues rre 1; e cert Fir sense in the process
of evolution, they develop in es frr es they
ere realized in the lives of finite beings,
difficulties pre not e!4...ineted by the edop-"
tion of this system, 'The do^me of e tern el

punishment lifts its heel. If eternal punish-
ment is raetea out to be i -dividual, no amount
of BtJmggle "'ill develop values, but will only
be the negation of values. Indeed, the prob-
lem becomes acute when it is asserted, rs in
Hflffding's philosophy, that values may be real-
ized t&rftugh personalities alone. The doyra
of creation rlso must be modified if it is to
be thinkable in the same system i" which values
are not ere r ted in. their full e opacity, but
dome to their full fruition by the process of
evolution. It is interesting to note that
both types of religion tr];e values into ac-
count and that the problems arising in both
systems become apparent rs the system as a
whole fails to . ake room for the, conservation
of these values, "To sum up'', r-s HSffding
says, "the result, up to this point, of our
inquiry ii'to the twd leading forms of religion
is that in both there is a -distinct te" ..ercy to
assert the conservation of val~e, Which tend-
ency comes out more especially in their efforts
to rebut objections which are based on an ap-
parent shrlnkege of values* " It is seen,
Ibid*
,
p« 241
•

therefore, that there is no one historical
religion which fully comprehends the full mean
tttg of the religious axiom: formal religion
is too often narrowly disposed when it comes
to the incorporation of new bodies of material
into it3 old-time ritual and dogmas* 2hus it
happens that the inner discrepancies which pre
fOuM lh rll types ox listo rioal. religions are
there because of self
-impose d limitations,*
Lpistemolonlcaiiy
, an understanding
1 "We must remember thrt religion is inclined
to proceed from far too narrow a concept of
value
,
or from the assumption "that the content
of vrlv.es has been discovered once anc£ for all,
so that all *-e lave to lo is to preserve the
same or to live In the conviotior. that it will
be preserved, hut so long as ;.-er experiences
prise, so long rev/ values may prise, although
religion always offer r. a certain resistance
to them, and ©an only gradually be induced to
i ' elude them in the content which she believes
Will be preserved," Ibid,, p, 212.

of being rests upon the necessary pre £ apposi-
tion of the "principle of UfU^yj- Vheia m cone
to the realm of religion, however, do re find
this "principle of unit-" the Riding stpr of
reli^:io-£ concepts? Wb&i re do find ere two
concepts, God p ... the V orld, which apparently
pre opposed one to the other, hohh the philo-
sop.iicrl and the religious consciousness is
"confronted by the great problem as to the
relation between unity and nnltiplicity.
fhilosophy, however, £oes on to assert that
there is a unity which underlies the manifold
,
or rather, ^hich expresses itself in the many;
religion fails to make that step, and the
doctrines of the opposition between God and
the horld have been the result. Ildffding s..ows
that the concept h'orld is merely a half truth,
the conclusions of which lime never been though!
thror^h. 3 ...eligion finds it well nigh impos-
1 Ibid.
,
p. Gl.
2
Ibid.
, p. 62.
"I an not able to see that theology by its
doctrine of T God f and 'h'orld 1 can help us
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9ible to come to a knowledge of the world, or
the manifold, Ft the same time ir. wfei-©; it
holds to the conception of e God who is not
immrnent in His world. As long fs God is
merely transcendent , the ^orld aaist he apart
from end other then Him, Theology 'I&us
committed itself to an inevitable dualism rnd
disunited concept. Wherein, then, lies the
mLue in religion, frojpi the strrdpoi.it or •co--
ledge? Religion does ot- rttempt to give, end,
in fret, cennot give, scientific explanations
of reality. It is the duty of religion, on
the other hena, to hold up grert concepts or
symbols of frith which should relrte mrn
T s
spiritual life' to experience rs r wnol&# In
relating this thought to the doctrine of the
conservation of vel.~es, htfffdirg says: "Ihe
we : for this hypothesis w*S already indirectly
over this fand amental difficulty t which
epistemologicrlly rffords en' indirect proof
thPt we have arrived rt" a limiting concept.''

J. .' •
prepared in the episteir.ologicrl section of this
work, "'here it rrs pointed out that the meaning
of religion coild not be to afford scientific
explanation of existence. If 'eligious ideas
are to possess pny valae , it must be because
they serve to give figurative form end expres-
sion to other Sides of the soul's life t.h-
those '"aich pre served by iiitellectj.pl i eps,"-1-
From p strictl, epistenolo_,icrl strndpoint we
know religious reality ps s; . .hols pnd expres-
ions of the spiritual life of men* It is re-
ligion, therefore, which brings about p har-
oiiy between what is an 1 whttt o^ght to bo, -
This brings us dir&etly to the question
of the relation of metpphysics to the axiom
of the conservation of value. There pre two
main points which seen important in hdffdin^'s
treatment of the philosop ileal side of the
question,
1. It is not only true that the given
Ibid.
,
p. 24 •
.
g
lb id .
, p , 244
•

IE.
axioi.r may he reconcilable w^th scientific ii-
q.uiry out it is disc- true that it Liay eve:: be
deduced fro;; science. This eli;/inrtes any
co- troversy be 'tween philosophy and science.
How is this true? ''Science lies worked up to
the view that all changes in existence pre
transform© tions from one form of life to anoth-
er f transformations which tr/e plpce accordinc
-
to definite quantitative relations. This is
the direction in which scientific inquiry ad-
vances ; it recognizes vith increasing facility
the new to "be a fori:: of th-- old; the ne^ is
deduced fro.:, the old; and for every new phen-
omenon a precede ig one is pointed out to w^ioh
it corresponds as effect to cru.se. xs this
not analogous to the philosophical analysis of
the doctrine of the conservation of values?
2. In the second place, the discord
|| the wo - *Id of experience wl ich was found to
he so difficult for e./iE ':e olejy , proves to
he of .10 philosophical difficulty in the as-
sertion of the conservation or .naintenanee
of value. This is true, as hSffding conceives
Ibid.
, p . 2 ' .

19.
it, for the following repso/is: 1. In co
.
^pri-
son with the vpst whole of existence our exper-
ience is strictly limited. Y/het seems true
to us in our brief minute of life is only p
fragment of the w,ole life of the universe.
Who ceh tell whet reletion this smell fragment
mpy hpve to the whole secmless rote of vplue,
or Reality? ?.., "Life is plvrys rerewi ^ it-
self. sjv<zT~j "err -tF its mey, ever., generrtion
its youth. Hence' new dispositions pre Plwpys
springing u.p, pnd there pre no signs of • the
world 1 s getting old. A new chppter in the
history of existence is for ever opening, for
which the series of eprlier experiences on
w "ich ^"e Tdps^'^ our iu'~ meets on. the vplne
reality is only p prologue: the wr.ole of the
previous drpme is only the p r ologue of p greetr
er dremp to come* Existence is not only im-
mepsurphle, it is plso inexhaustible
#
Mi
-his
is one of the most be putiful ppsspges in hdff-
..i: g 1 a E] iloeoph; of :xl i L:ion , It is opti is-
tic, hut it is not fel^ e optimism, pnd the
hope whicl it ii spires is the ho^e of eter-

hfI renewing of Life in the sense of the con-
servation of p"biding values, 3. "The fact the*
the discord is felt is plso itself r proof
that existence contains vplue. ,,J" As Ion,- ps
we pre in the strugpgling mood, trying to repl-
i-ze values, we r.iay "be s.^re thpt jupt in so far
existence nust contain vplues. If only one
person remained to "believe thrt there was p
value. in life, even so wo-ld value he present,
•The final evidence whroh we may "bring
to hepr upon the validity of the conservation
of value ps the most "bpsie reli^ioas axiom is
from the field of ethics. Is religion depend-
ent upon ethics/ or vice versa? ' ithodt dou"bt
ps hflffding points out, "vFl-.es .ust "be discov
ered and produced in the world of experience
"before they aan he conceived or pss L...ed to
exist %n a higher world." . Moreover, religion
is justified only when it fosters the discov-
ery and production of values in the world of
experience 1 , These two considerations x^ould
Ihid., p, 27.2.

point to the belief thr-t religion is prior to
ethics, "Ethic pi feeling develops iii the strug-
gle for life, M and the struggle for life is
dependent upon the "belief that there pre vplues
in life Whiel: it is worth while to preserve.
In this way the connection which ethics beprs
to the pxioiii of the conserve tio.' of velue is
ver^ pppprent. In fpct, ''religion will gain
i: positive vplae if it cph he seer to he p
corditioi: which enables us to produce end dis-
cover vsluet within the world of experience , "
V.'itho-t ethicn, or the pctuel replisption of
values, the P>-ioin itself would mepn nothing,
except ir. p purely rbstrsct te::se,"
After this stud,y of the seven ps~
pects in whidh the axiom of the conservption
of vplue may he viewed, it mjyg he concluded
t:iF t such p* view of religion is cone-. iveble
Ibid#
,
p# -351.
.There is something o.qble in the ethicpl com-
mend: ,f;>3ce life, the life thou knowest, ps
vpluphle ps possible." Ibid,, p, Z>Z1. v o
often religio:,- feila to trhe note of life

from many points of vie* in experience* Dhe
pxiom is analogous with the theory of the con-
servation of energy in physics; it is attested
to be valid hy experience in the frets of life;
it is psychologically possible, end its shadow,
pt lerst, is evident in historical religions,
Epistemology shors that religion is concerned
with the repln of velues;' metpphysics esserts
the validity of the pxio. i: that it reinforces
the philotopuicrl unified v/orld vier; pnd
ethics sees i it the practical wor&ing out
of religious feeling in every day life. We
must now consider the criticisms of Hflffding T s
t] eory, exp ti ling then in the light of our siudy
o- the problei.: of religion,
Ehe, first criticis. . *»•;.. ich s'no.-ld be made
,
points at the very axiom itself, and questions
its ri^ht ps the fundamental pxio;.. of religion.
Is the corT.ervption of vplu.es the essentipl
eleme. t in the religious consciousness? ThiM
question f^oes to the very herrt of the theory,
for if the pxiom is not vplid, IltJffdin^ 's en-
tire philosophy of religion is pt stake. Let

O r7
us loolc pt the raptter more closely, What is
religion? ' I would like to aaiggest as .p "-orl:-
ing definition thet it is the firite being's
feeling of dependence tipon r porer outside end
greater then himself, with ml£om he lies the
privil* w e of coopere ting in the cringing to prss
of e unified divine xurpose, 3Sn question
21ow is, is the conserve t ion of vel.-.e e velid
s ;i::j up of tkiS religious consciousness?
If the Divine fcrver outside of the firite "being
is not necesseril, considered to be dersouel,
it cpii be seer Vow this pyiio:/. expresses the
essentir-1 element i religion, ,r..ely, t.ie
cooperption of the religious person in the
reelizing of the velues which inust be iieedful
in the working out of the purpose of the Livine
x'o"'er. At the se n.e time , I ee.: ee.sily uiider-
slrnd why it is thet such en- exiom. should be
criticized fro... the stendpoint of one who
believes thet r Tersonel God is Reality, Ihis
point will cone ore ihora fully in the discussion
of 3ffding's idee of God, It is import ent
to note whet kind o:'. values re ere to liv: to
co serve. It is difficult to discover just

whet relijio-r. vriu.es rre to be conserved.
In feet, I neve found discussions of the rel-
igions values very tr»d«'^ua*te a..& unillumine't-
ing. H8ffdi: £ ds finitely 'states that the con-
cept of Value is e:-piricplx
,
that is, found in
e-xperierio'e « In enother piece lie sperms of
2
practical values which "can be found or pro-
duced in the Reseat life." This would cer-
tainly leed us to think that the values which
would melee our life worth while ere to he found
in the everyday morel existence of the individu-
al^ It is true that the ethical or moral vir-
tues ere the ones in which Hflffding seems to
he the most interested/ Just when we think
the't we pre ebout to hiscover wherein religious
value consists , we pre referred back agai3 to
ethics.' ITow it is perfectly true thet re-
Ibid., p. 359.
- Ibid.
,
p. 349.
See elso Ibid,, p. 374. /mother assertion
of the sp'.e point*
Ibid., p # 3 74. "The question es to whet vp-
lues pre believed in, and how we ere to know
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li{jion deals, or rt least B ohLu deel, w$th
life end ell its present ethicrl problems,
we hrve to ri^ht to infer from this feet thet
the ^plues which pre Bought to "be realized pre
elso of such an empiricel nrture. Ey no means
unless we eJUait that rerliV itself is merely
e piricel. hoTf-di..^, T s the or, trices aweg *njr
u iqueuess fro.:, religious vri^es. It is true
thpt lie srys : 'hleli^iaus end etnicrl motives
need not BtencL in p relption of complete op-
position to one mother, for reli io.cS motives
mey include ethic pi within themselves, !,7 In
tl is strtement he seems to say that there is
p distinction, but the preceding sentence is
t] is: 'h.elijious frith, when it hps beeoi-
clerr ps to its own npUre pnd has attained
its zenith, rshu.es pn independent human eMiic
which h8B, ps e metter of feet, developed his-
thrt whpt hps "been discovered -end produced
is valuable, refers us beck from religion
to ethics.

2G.
toricplly under tV.e ^xectical influence of the
ethicel feeling of men. 1 ' 1 xhis wo~ld tend to
sho.i? thpt wen religions f«*ida becomes proper-
ly civilized, it become 3 fcftMaan ethic, rnd lie
tor Ices tfee -mea^ivocFl statement thet "religion
is in the lrst resort dependent on ethics for
its criterion of vplue."~ Therefore, in the
lrst pnplysis, in hdffding r s P&x&j the velues
w ich it is the whole of man 1 ^. religious duty
to conserve pre the velues which ethics strnds
. or."' I believe thrt there pre other pnd
unique vrlues, sach ps Go(l-consciOu.sness pnd
x
Ibid.
, p. 330,.
Ibid,
,
p. 2533
.
:.ote Gpllowpy, ihil. of el, p. 21. 'Mdff-
ding T s ^eligioi-sphilosop.ie is p bold pnd in
some wpys p atriicing attempt to snow thpt
religion may Ue properly understood ps p
specific mode in which man relptes himself
to muiidpne experience and which is ^elpful
to socipl development. Tne difficulty of
course is ihpt. . . fpith would IpcI-c any sure
end stepdfpst ground for the validity of its
postulate .
"

worship WXi 3 • prayer , which it is the duty of
religions beings to conserve* It is some-
times psserted that becpu.c:e religion hps to
do vith the wiole life that religious value
consists only in the harmonious union of all
the other vplues. Religion involves the
relating of each individual aspect of life to
the whole of life, hut is thpt p11 there is
to religion? Religion is unique in its atti-
tude toward Reality: there is involved in man fjS
pttitude to G-od a sense of awe and devotion,
an attributing of holiness" to the object of
awe which cannot "be reduced to anyOther value,
such ps ethical, aesthetic or i tellcctupl.
Take, for example, the experience of commun-
ion with God, fellowship with t] e Divine* It
is eprly corning and the sun is rising out
of the ocean. The sense experiences of sight
end sound "become lost in the deeper experience
Hocking says in his hie a: ytflg of uol in Rumen
experience
,
p. 478: "Religion is fruitful
through worship , n
See R# Otto T s new booh, has eili : e
.

of the nearness of God, end e feeling of pyre
because of the nepri'iess. Analyze the exper-
ience. It hps aesthetic value: the splendor
of the sunrise and the exppnse of the sep;
it has i: tellectupl value: the belief in p
Divine cpuse of p11 things. Does this ex-
hauat the experience? The sense of eve, -dps
.eili^e,- rs Otto crlls it, - hps not "been
touched in the analysis^ The core of the ex-
perience is something more then the ©esthetic
or the i tellectupl: it is distinctive!;/ rel-
igious* The eutonomy of the religions velues,
then' | does :.:ot imply p complete sepprption
from the other values, nor is it ..ere belief in
the existe. ee of ^od , but it is p unique alti-
tude toward Reality7 Ineludibg inner experiences
of G-od, and p relation of erch individual value
to the whole realm of velues. Religion sees
the entire morpl life i: the light' of the whole
Divine Elan, In the Ipst pnplnsis, therefore^,
I should agree with hSffding that the conser-
ve tion of values is a religious rySo:. of the
greatest im^ortpnee , even though I carnot p f_;ree
with him in his conception of religion, nor

9<~>
hia idea of the nature of the vpl-j.es to be
conserved*
Some, of tlie reviewers of the Philosophy
of Religion find much lo criticise fro, the
side of the sab jectivity of the theory. Pro-
fessor French, £ii the Philosophical ..eview
writes:' "hie practical question for as is,
w ich of the various kinds of value possible
to us shall we seek most to realize? It is dif-
ficult to see how a belief in the conservation
of value s in general pan help any, ,!l Professor
hailley, who is very appreciative of the worfe
as a w.iole nevertheless finds very great diffi-
culty with the seemingly unavoidable subject-
ivism into which we ere thrown by H8f£ding*S
theory: "It is- difficult to &et rid of the con-
clusion that from first to last the substance
pnd form of religion have, on Professor H8ff-
di: £ T s theory i no genuine objective basis or
immovable grdund *at all, It is difficult to
answer these criticisms. If objectivity is
maintained by H8ffdirj& to be inherent in value,
the fact is indeed well hidden*
1 Philosophical Review* Vol. 2. p. 181,
International Journal oi £thiB8#
Gee also: Saturday ReYiew, 10" :6c"'.
a

Criticisms of HSffding'B conception of the
religious concepts of Gpjl and Immort rlit;. come
from many thinners* Let -is first consider the
idee of G-od. It would cert r inly seem neturrl, in
a system which placed so much emphasis upon value,
end upon the vplue ox personality in particular,
that the ultimate reality, or the unity of the
whole shofld
N
be found in a Personality, There-
fore, we seeh to understand whet Iloffding merns
by the concept G-od . and v^e ere surprised to find
that it is really no more then e concept in his
mine*
,
p mere formulation of en axiom, "If we
assume that value will be preserved, end if we
crll the principle of the corservrtion of value
by the na...e of G-od, then it will be clear thet
this principle cpn nowhere be so immediately pre-
sent and operative as in our strivings to find
end produce vplues, n -L here G-od is undeniably
identified with the axiom of the conservation
of value, Again: "Great religious perso alities
have c riled the object of their highest trust end
love f God', and we can comprehend this as we
Hoffding. Phil, of Rel. p,584.

understand by T God' the principle of the eonser-
Vetion of value in. reality, ' tJ" I ^uld lihe to
ask the "great religious personalities" if they
understood whet love to God meant through the
eomprenension of the principle of the conservation
of value* This seems to be false psychology, to
spy the least. In feet, since HBffding admits
that love and trust enter into the religious ex-
perience, he must necessarily go on to say that
the object of the love and trust is of a personal
nature. We ere merely following his lead in
asserting this. Is it possible to love an axiorr.?
Quoting Professor Beillie again, we find that
he believes that ,Tno doubt the lrst word in any
interpretation . (of God) must lie with personality:
what one feels is that, for religion this seems
both the first and the last word, and ought to
be so considered in determining the nature of
religious experience." 2 In fact, it seems to
me that this disbelief in the personality of
God is detrimental if not destructive to hie whole
x Ibid.
,
p. ICG.
2Int. Jour. Eth. 17: 58(5.
r

theory of the conservation of value* Personal-
ity is the only means through which values may
be expressed. 1 If this is true, what would "be
the result if Reality itself had no means lay which
to express value? The Reviewer In the Atlieneun
lays: "Hot that our author, good psychologist
that he is, underrates the principle of person-
ality. On the o?:e hand he holds that 'scientific
work is e" work of personality 1 , on the other, that
it is 'personality w ich in . the world of oar ex-
perience invests ell other things with value'.
And yet with him the r cosmical vital feeling 1
which expresses itself in religion seems wholly
disinterested* • #^But is this strictly possible
on his own principles?" Galloway, who is
more or less influenced by HBffding, does not
follow him, however, in this conception of God,
since he finds a personal God necessary to 'his
theory of the value of Personality*
Sorley. Moral Values and the Idea of God. p. 123.
"Ath. 190 G. 2:569.
3Galloway, Phil of Rel. p. 504. "The truth of the
religious experience itself is bound up with the

KB ffding finds himself in the same difficulty
when he comes to his ides of Iffimortaiity* in his
own words: "The eternal is in the present, in
every valuable moment.., To live eternal life in
«
the midst of time, that is the true immortality,
whether or not there is any other immortality,
Practically the same question rrises here, as in
the ease of an impersonal God, for if there is
no certainty that finite beings, the only bear-
ers and realizers of values, have an eternal life,
but that there is a possibility that they may
conviction that God is personal for religion can-
not be true if there is no guarantee that its
essential aspirations are not futile."
XK8ffding. Phil, of hel. p. •':./-. Incidentally it
should be noted that ESffding is here asserting
that values are valuable whether they are conserv
ed or not: a theory which takes away the signi-
ficance of the conservation of the values, and
asserts a somewhat Platonic conception of the
Absoluteness of value, or even the Kantian "Ping
an sich™ . v

"bee one neurit, then wheps is the force in the
assertion of the conservation of values?
Without the existence of personalities , the
doctrine of value means nothing Ft ell, Gal-
loway hps put the matter very concisely, "If
value is to be conserved* then t e personal
"beings who are the active centres end supports
of values must also "be conserved, " I would
not wish to "be thought to deny the truth of the.
feet that eternal life is present in tine in e
very real sense, "but I do ..:ean to say that not
to assert izamorteXity in eternity tends to
break kown the distinction "between end and
means, end "between religion and ethics, end fe'tK
to give any earnest of a tine transcending
conservation of values, 1"
Ehere pre three criticisms which, 3orley
makers upon IiSffding's philosophy of religion t\&
^Galloway. Idee of Immortality, p. 17,5.
3ee rlso . Sorley. L-oral Values,, p. JL75.
Galloway in his xhilosophy of .el, p. 574
rrys: "There is something contredict ory in
the thought that the self, whose spiritual
vocation trenscends the world should itself
"be involved in the doom of all earthly things.'

it will be well Jco look into. In Sorley's recent
"book, :;orcl Ypl.ies md the Ides o: God f from which
I heve quoted earlier in the peper, there is an
entire chapter devoted to f treatment of the Con -
servation of Value, rnd it is in %hla chapter
that he makes l.is criticisms of Hflffding, 1 # In
the first place, Gorley considers that Hfiffding's
theory is too nprrow; that the "problems involved
pre wider end more complicated then the simple
phrpse 1 conserve tion of value 1 suggests, V.'e heve,
therefore, to deal not with one thing only but
with four things: the discovery, the production,
the conservption , pnd the increase of values. ""L
Religion is interested not only in the conservation
of vplue , faith in which "is a mstter of life or
depth for the religious consciousness,"^ but it
is plso interested in the production o.. value
,
end the increese of iaore values. I do not feel
thet H&ffding would disagree with e word thpt
Sorley is trying to spy; in feet, in the intro-
duction to the Philosophy- of helinioii. he notes
Sorley. Moral Values,, p. 1G0.
2 Ibid.
,
p. 109.

these aspects of the problem himself, "Where
immediate value is given we seek to preserve it;
where not given, to produce it," 1 moreover,
"en imorease of value in no way conflicts with
2
the conservation of energy,""" 3orley does not
make his point here, in that 118ffding does take
the larger meaning of the axio:-: into account,
2. However, Sorley goes on to point out that
HSffding has made a serious mistake in putting
the emphasis of his doctrine upon the conserva-
tion of value rather than upon the increase.
At this point in the argument Sorley has put his
finger upon vulnerable spot in HJJffding's thesis,
"It is characteristic of the moral, and also of
the religious, consciousness to be impressed by
the discrepancy between ideal and fact," What
does this lead to? "Moral practice has to be
alert and active in order to maintain its ground,
lest values once realized in life Should after-
wards be lost. But it is not restricted to the
mere conservation of value,,.. The values which
1
H^ffdingi Phil, ox Rel. p. 12.
2
Ibid
. ,
p, II.

titer* been realized must not be let go; but
their range must be extended over fresh fields
of experience, and new means' must be sought
for enlarging the realm of worth." 1 It seems
strange that 118 ffding, with his emphasis upon
the ethicrl life, friled to stress the increase
of values ps the fundamental religious axiom,
in that it expresses more fully and adequately
the activity of the morrl life, '..'as SUffdihg
right? The most peculirr thing in h'tiffding's
pttitude in the matter is the emp] psis which he
himself pi? ces tipoff the increase of value in
the first chppter of his book. "It may be con-
tended that the mere conserve tion of valj.e is
insufficient, and, indeed, that it involves p
contradiction, for, since repetition stples,
vplue cpn only really be preserved by increase ;
while, on the other bland, change c r n only itself
be of value if it lepd. to en increase.""" He
goes on to show that an increase of value does
m
not in any way contradict the conservation; he
3 orley. Moral Values. p. 17 7.
8
KiJffding, Phil, of :.el. p. 11.
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fails to show that increase is the fulfilment of
conservation, "For simplicity's spke" he limits
his study to the mere conservation of vrlue , and
he intends to show as that the religious conscious-
ness hps plso limited itself in the bpme wr,y.
Is he entirely true to his own convictions ps to
the import price of the pxio of the increase of •
vplue? ""Iipt c n possible be the good, not
merely for us, hut plso for the good itself, of
realizing whet is realized plrepdy? Leibnitz
did well to spy, 'Risi beptitado in progressu
consisteret, stupe rent' berti, , " 1 It is pll
right to have frith in the conservation of values,
but coupled with this must be the desire to increase,
these values in our own lives, making actual the
potential capacities within us, i'.urely, afl
KBffding spys "we ought not to forget thpt this
does follow," 2 r2his is my own opinion on the
mptter: I believe thp.t the increase of values
is pn importpnt, if not the pll important consid-
erption in the value of experience in religion,
Quoted from p review of the Philosophy of Religio n
in the Atheneum 1906. 1:519.
2H8ffding. Phil, of Rel. p. 11.

w.
in that it is the foundation of progress end the
vitalising of religious idepls. x
Closely connected with Sorley's crit-
icism concerning the increase of values, lies the
third point of which I mean to spepk. lie fetls
thrt the doctrine of the conservation of values
is pn axiom which "is better adapted to express
the mystical side of religion then that religious
attitude which arises out of end co --secretes
practical morality, n On the other hand, the
axiom of the increase of values expresses to e
degree the practical life of religion. First,
I wo .ild like to say thrt I do not feel that Sor-
ley is entirely fair to the side of the sties.
Lysticism does not necesserily mean the negat-
ion of this world, nor the non-realization of
•Sorley in his horrl Vplu.es makes this signifi-
cant stetement, p. 178: "The demend which the
religions consciousness mehes 8-lwayS includes
the norrl demend for the increase of vplne: end
it is of ever;; increased velue , end finally of-
velues p.s fully perfected, thpt it ^ostulptes
the co- servrtion"
Sorley. Lorpl Velues. p.jl7S.

ethical vplo.es, so that the prrctical and the
mystical man may be latere sltect in the increrse
of vslues and; the progress of mankind. In the
second place, I feel that Hflffding's treatment of
religion by no means lears to the extreme mys-
ticrl side of religion; on the contrery, we saw
how very closely he wps tied to t :e very practical,,
ethical, pnd this -worldly ppplication of the f-
xiom of the conservation of values in" the individ-
ual lives of men i time* The important thought
to be gpi ed fro:.; the discussion seems to me to
be thpt religion is a matter of expression, thr.t
thought and action pre both necessrry to the well
rounded life of the religious Bias*
In spite of the rather convincing crit-
icisms which I have, attempted to exajnine, there is,
no doj.bt, a wealth of vrluable material left in
the theory of the conservation of values, and,
in sone cases,, we hope, a deeper insight into
the nature of religious value. It will be oar
-The following quotation from Terry, Present
•Cor flie
t
of Ideals . p.. 345; is in point: "Life
is not so much an advance toward a gopl already
set as it is an achievement of new goals."

next step to show how these positive implies ^ions
of the axiou of the conservation end the increase
of. values ere related to the General problems
of religious education.
It might be a legitimate Question to ask
why the problems of religious education should
be considered at all in such a paper. Why should
H8ffding.1 s theory of the conservation of value
have bearing in any way upon the problems which
the churches sre facing in the matter of religious
education? The connection betwee.r the tyro is very
real indeed: when the religious leaders are e:>
phssisBiB£ as never before the need for religions
instruction; when the means of "br^ng^fig up a chila
in the way he should go" is being recognized as
a natural, gradual process of growth through ed-
ucation; when these facts are so, then it becomes
a vitr-l question as to the principle which is to
underlie the education which is to be give:*..
Every theory of education has its philosophy
back of it. Is the program of religious educa-
tion of today to be backed by an empirical phil-
osophy without the guiding light of ideals, or
by a >av r*; philosoph, wuicli does not fear to

held up great ideals by w ich men may live. It
rests with the philosopher-teacher to lay the
groundwork of the pirns. Pringle -Pat.tison seyfi:
"The presence of the ideal in human experience
is ps much a fact fs any other," and moreover,
"the presence of the ideal is the reality of God
withiB aav'*
The most fundamental positive implication
wich we have gained from the study of II5fidi g
,
is a belief that pt the heart of religion is
valae for the conservation of whieh one would
be willing to die. If we come right aowri to the
point of the matter], we must sry that it is be-
cause religion is of v-r lj.e that it is religion
pt all* Can we imagine loyalty to p valueless
religioni at any rate after we hpve discovered
that such p religion has no value? I believe
ft
that is the chief function of religious education
A
to conserve those vrlu.es which lie pt the heart
of religion, end instil loyalty to them to their
increase. It becomes, therefore, a very practi-
cal question for religion to ask, what the values
Pringle -Pattison. Idea of God. p.2._.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 24-6.

• rre which it is Its duty to conserve, We hpve
found eerlier i- Lhe discus sic- tlirt Hflrffding pipe
ed the emphasis upon the enpiricpl ethicr 1 values,
:rhi")g the.- in his mind identic rl with the reli-
gious vel<-'-es t T;'e plso tried to nthe cler r thet
these values were not the whole of the religious
life of vplues, even though they do constitute
8 part of it. There is i significant article,
by Coe in the Journpl of Philosophy for 190.
,
w;.ich psserts the uniqueness of the religious
vplues: the religious valuers ere spiritual, eter-
npl, rerl pnd coherent, while others pre material,
temporrl, phenomen.pl, pnd diversified. - hhereps
Hdffding put vPlue at the "bpsis of his philosophy
of religion, did he p.it unique value there, or
did he pttempt to spirit urlize ..orrl vplue? how,
it is true, ps Coe ps;.erts,^ any vplue may be p
religious vplue , but only ps it trhes on p certpin
univer&plity which links it up with the organic
whole of life. This "complete reelizption of the
unitpry whole of vplues" is whet Hdffding means
x
Coe. .eligious Vp.lue. Jour, hhil, Vol5, # 10,p # 2
XC1CL «
, p« £JOb,
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by the conservation of velue', but Goe fails to
see how "the notion of a possible conservation of
vplue otherwise than in the co: .servation of per-
il
sonplities really represents the religious motive.
The inevitable conclusion of a value theory is
personal ins .ortr lity, ho"ffding ' s own theory
necessarily drives him into p doctrine which he
nevertheless declines to adopt* There rre
,
then, unique religious vplues which it is the
function of the religious raeii to conserve, -die
chief of these vplues is wh.pt I shpll cfII G-od-
consciousness , which shpll include the conscious-
ness of cooperation of the finite individual with
the Infinite Personality, in the carrying out of
his purpose. It is the repl function of religious
education to impart this vplue to each individ-
ual ps soon ps he is pble to grasp the signifi-
cance of it. Too much religious e ucation in
the Church Schools in the past and even in the
present hps deplt only with external frets rpther
thpn with inner feelings. I em by no means deny-
ing the necessity of knowing the n.pp of Palestine
end the Missionary Journeys of Saint Paul, for
Ibid.
,
p. 255
.

instance, bat I em merely assenting th.pt another
step must he taken to link up these empirical
values with the vitalizing x,ower of personality.
It is excellent for the individual to "become ac-
quainted with the great value of truth, even in :
an abstract sense; it is "more excellent to have
the individual act i an ethically truthful sense;
hut, unless we link up this value of truth with
reality and with his own inner feeling of God,
then true religious education has not "been give.
Religious values, therefore, must he conserved
if religion. is to have any unique meaning, and
it is the part of religious education to make
vital these values in individual lives.
In the second place, religious faith con-
sists not only in the co servation of values, but
also in a striving to increase the values. Here
we are going one step futther than hSffding in
asserting the principle which he ignored after
having admitted its importance* This principle
has great significance for religious el. nation,
There is a danger that, if all the emphasis is
"kloe. Religious Value. Jour, Phil. Vol. 5. :, 10 ,p. 256
"Ethical value and religious value are of the

placed upon the inner feeling end God-conscious-
ness of religious experience, the result will be
too subjective. It is therefore important for
the educrtor to stress the necessity of realiz-
ing each vplae to its fullest extent, which is
to infinity. In other ***ords , there ;.:ust be p
growth, not only subjectively, but oUjectively, 1
Here it is thrt we obme bed: again to ethicrl
values and the necessity for their realisation;
We have errived Pt them, however, fro... the reli-
gious side, end not frtfm the purely ethical",
seme kind, but one climbs only pert way up the
ladder which the other esseys to mount to the
very top,"
^Terry, in the Present Conflict of Iderls hps
p theory of ectivity: "The velue of life it is
Said lies not in whet these functions ney result
in not in any evil in Wlficif they mpy cone to
rest, but in their exercise," p, 336.
2
It is interesting to note thet Hdf "dirg speeks
of religion ps faith in. the cor.servptior. of value
while ethics reeches out to the discovery pud
production of velue, lp. 374 ) . This quotation by
itself seems to carry the thot expressed rbove.

47.
It is import put that the value of truth should
not only be conserved, but that it should be in-
creased t in concrete pets of truth telling, T.' re
©re told from a psychological standpoint that
every . impulse to realize velue, without the con-
comitant realization of the value is worse then
useless. It wo^ld see:.; true that the emphasis,
psychologically at lerst, is wrong according to
hciffding's theory. We must admit that frith in
the conservation of vrlue leeves room for, and
indeed gives prominence to, a passive religious
life, while p challenge to increase values is
pn r&ressive and active form which necessarily
finds its strength and its ideal iii the faith
that value will be conserved; not only the velue
that now is, but also the vrlue that will be be-
cause of my activity in bringing values to pass,
MEbasterberg, in his Lternal Values , seems to add
a new thought to this problem of the place of
morality in the life of the self; "This identity
between the will to that action which we really
will as action end the final action itself is the
value of morality. Sot the action is valuable
but the personality which in the performed deed

realised its frill to action and by the own willed
self."-1- Actio/.' in and for itself does not repres-
ent the religions life
;
only in as far ps it is
the expression of the conscious willing of a self,
is it of religious value* At the same time, not
all the stress oan be plpced upo. the meditative
aspect of religion. We must remember with Hoc 3c-
ing that "religion has no right apart from' its
descent into the world of effort."® The religious
leader will recognize the feet that the mere
bringing of a child into the "fold of the church"
isA 3ll there is to the responsibility Which he
should feel; such an ret may conserve religious
value, but this pet of alliance with an organi-
zation must lead to definite action and growth
if it becomes in any sense vital either to the
individual or to the organization. The parable
of the talents still holds true; unused values
grow stale and tend to stagnate.
Closely allied with the discussion of
.the increase of values is the understanding of
"hiinsterberg, Lthical Values , p. 338.
'hocking. :ie pnin^; of G-od in Human hx^erience .
p. 427.
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the sense in which HSffding me ens thot values are
conserved. "The axiom of the conservation of value
can often only "be maintained by means of e change
of values or by their realization in r fresh
empirical content."-1- It might be maintained
that the theory of the increase of values is here
present in the meaning Whicij is given to the con-
servation of values theory. I do not feel that
this is true, iri that mere change does not inev-
itably imply an increase, Hdffding pieces much
emphasis upon this point , arc. rightly so, "Faith
in the conservation of value, therefore, can only
maintain itself on the assumption that an unin.ter-
upted spiritual work is going on in which the
grain is distinguished from the chaff, not merely
as long as existence produces nothing but odd and
familiar fruits, but also when it brings forth
new fruits. It may happen that what was origi-
nally regarded as chaff may afterwards be recog-
nized to be grain end vi.ee versa* n Shis concep-
tion of the changing appeeren.ee of value is of
greet significance when applied to the methods of
"lib*ffding ihil of hel. p. 24§,
2 lb id.
,
p. 249.

the religious e ucptor. Are those wJao are ctealing
with the children of tod?,; bound to instil in
their minds p theology of s century or more ago?
Is there no advance ir religious thought ? Must
theology be considered a static thing, which, if
in the slightest degree modified, becomes of no
intrinsic value ? 'Jhere is a reps on why the young
men and women of todr., fpil to see in religion
any value for their everyday lives,, or airy assur-
ance 01 truth ixi their inner me-fures. It is no
wonder that those who have come upon what is true
in theiu scientific discoveries , pnd their intel-
lectual research a_e at a loss -hen told that such
truth is irreligious end even destructive of all
religious values. For example , there is value
in light of an artificial hind. Ages ago men dis-
covered that the burning of oil would give such
value, and oil lamps served a great purpose in
giving light to darh places. Later, men discover-
ed electricity, and a new artificial light was
made possible. Shall v )\o)&. fo the old oil
lamps, thinking that electricity eliminates the
vrlue in the light itself? A conservative theol-
cqLpr, if he treats this value as he treats his

religious values, wdal4 answer yes, pnd lofiaally
should be forever going about with p little oil
lamp. Religion, especially the Christian religion,
is dynamic* pnd not static.
x L.8ffding spys:
"The power which worked in childish frshion in
myth end legend will now having become a man, do
the work of p kmh Shis is the grert hope of
him whose frith is in the conservetion of value,
pnd who finds in religious phenomena values which
must be preserved under new forms, when those
forms under w ich they hpve hitherto usuplly epperr-
ed vanish awry. Faith in the conservation of
vplue rests on the conviction thpt in spite of
the division of labour within the spiritupl sphere
the repl vplues which were postassed by the spir-
iturl life before the division of labour took
plpce will never be lost."
2 If ever religious
Cringle -Ppttison in his M&LM ^ writes; "hach
time that the earthly body of a belief is laid
ir. the dust, it receives a more glorious spirit-
upl body, in which it continues its function ps
of old in the heart of man* ? p. 9&*
2H8ffding. fhil. of Rel. p. 200
.

education needed this lesson it needs it to a
greater degree today* The form La which G-od-
consciousness is revealed to the hearts of men
may change, but it is v/ell to remember that the
value of revelation is unchanged* Conservatism
fails to understand the meaning of its doctrine
of a jfiving God, for anything living. is subject
to change. Religious education whould have as
its keynote, the conception of. growth and change.
Hooking says that "all loss of vrlue in the world
is at the sane time a loss of religions insight", 1
and we might add that religious insight is de-
pendent not upon dogma and theology but upon life,
and life abundant.
The next positive implication which we
arrive at in our stud;." is that values ere possible
' 2
only as they find realization in personalities,""
We have seen that HBffding does not fail to make
this point clear, "A personal being must never
be treated as a mere means, but is always and fire*
^Hocking. ; leaning of God i: human experience .p. 43
V
2 •
Ilote rringle-Pattison, in Idea of G-od f p. 200:
"All values depend on .feeling, on some form of
consciousness or living experience*"

of ?11 to be regarded ss an. end. The ground for
this is that in our experience personpl beings
appear in existence es centres of value, by
which I mem, es the living central points i
which 7Blue can be felt and acknowledged. It
is personality which in the world of our exper-
ience invests ell other things with vslue."
It is interesting to note that one of the sry-
ings of wisdom of the Hindus, taken fro.' the
: eha-Bharata, runs like this: "".eve? is lost or
Wasted the goodness of the good." It is not
"goodness" which is eternel, but the "goodness
2
of the good. 11 The necessary corollrry of this
is found in persoi rl immortality. As Galloway
remarjfia: "There is something contradictory in
^H&ffding. Phil, of Rel. p. 279. Mfce e«5c*^Uy fe'HT.
Hote pIso Sorfcey, jfegfll Values , ,j. 123, "It is
to persons, end not to mere things that the
moral predicate crn apply* " Also I.H.Green:
"All. .values pre relative to values for, of, or
in e person.
"
g
Uote the criticism on the logical outcome of
ilciffding's theory of immortality in the footnote
on p. 33 of the present psper.

the thought that the self, whose spiritu.pl voc-
ation transcends the world should itself "be
involved in the door:, of rll eartjily things,
-
n
.
7
These cor side it tions 8lso have p definite Peer-
ing upon the problec of religious education,
Any education must centre ground the individual,
end religious e .ucrtion above airy other. There
pre four main points which might be mede : 1. V.e
pre not tepching religion, but the individual.
Let the emphasis be upon the bearer of vplue,
Since absolute vplue without means of expression
is meaningless. This will srve our education
from becoming pedantic
,
impersonal or positiv-
istic, 2. Personality is snored. Other's rights,
feelings, aspirations, and belie._s must not be
ruthlessly ignored, A system of education which
recognizes that every being has a place in the
purpose of Clod, will stress such idepls as al-
truism, sympathy, tolerance and love, 5. Person-
ality is a matter of growth and not a something
Which is achieved at one moment, Therefore , there
xGalloway. rhil. of Rel, p,574. quoted earlier
in this paper in footnote #2 on p; 3$.

will be ehange, there will "be life, there will
"be perseverence end pptience through the slow
"but steadv process of development.1 4. Person-
ality is iminorta^L* In this belief we heve the
essurpnee that struggle and strife pre not for
nothing* 1'hose velues which become reel in the
lives of others because we Iieve iaplented therein
the greet idee Is of our fait , ^,-ill repch their
fruition in eternity if not i:--. tine, and will
become forthwith "eternpl verities".
The lest point which shell be brought
out, end which seeas to beer close reletion to
religious educetion is one w&ich .Ittffdi. g drives
us into but frils to rccept himself, A philosophy
of velues is priaerily e philosophy of religion-;
in the seae we;/ r p.Lilosopay of vrlues rests upon
the pss L.ption, if it be merely en essuiv.pt ion,
thet there are personalities. It becomes neces-
serily true, therefore, thet e p- ilosophy of re -
"Mail is not moulded meche; icrlly by things end
men, but,,. by the reection of en inner princi-
ple upon eztreneous i:fluences, bu which pro-
esss his nature is gradually developed." reulsen
i.' his ... ate;, of htnics . p. 159.

5k
ligious vplues drives one to the conclusion that
heelity is Personal.^- H8ffding's whole theory leedt
him to e personal interpretation of religion, and
yet he fells short of aaefctng the logical conclus-
ion into which he pushes himself. He admits that
"personal life is the highest form of existence
p
reveeled to us in experience,"" -.oreover, he
agrees that "e relation cpimot he absolutely one -
sided, end the religious consciousness itself
would take exception pt the idea of its being e
matter of indifference to God whether creation
existed of not.: 1 If God is not indifferent,
then Re is ipso frcto different, or Personal.
Ilttffding is himself p positivist, but his logic
drives others. into personelism. heligious ed-
Galloway. Phil , of Pel. p # 504. "The truth of
the religious experience itself is bound up with
the conviction that God is personal for reli-
gion cannot be true if there is no guarpntee that
its essential rspirations ere not futile."
g
"hoffding. Phil. Of -el. p.cG.
u
Ibid,
,
p.€ .

ucation v needs 8 living, vitpi philosophy behind
it, Christianity,' es ..eciplly , rests upon the
"belief 133 e personal God. At the very heprt of
this religion, lies the doctrine of the Fatherhood
of God. This conception, to go one step further
is possible only through the Bivine fersonality
of Christ. An education which intends to brine
ou+ to its".fullest the meaning of the personal
relations w ich pre possible between the Infinite
end the finite uust be backed by b personrlistic
p ilosophy. Hocking makes this significant state
ment: "ielic'ion is fruitful thas©ugh worship; p.nd
msv we not spy, it is the one fruitful thing in
the world?" Is worship possible without the be-
lief iij p personality to who - worship is hue?
heli&'ious education' with its opportunity for ra&fc-*
i" ; the consciousness of p. personal God vital in
t,.e lives of i: :&ividuals , hrs no foundation upon
wi ich to it arid 1 has neither value nor meaning,
without the backing of r philosopi-y of relijion
which takes into account the possibility of coop-
errtion betwwen God and man for the working out

of the Divine lurpose. "Harmony (between the
uiorrl end the npturpl orders) jaay be reached if
it is rllo'-Tble to essoue purpose in the world
end freedom in men, Heture cm then be regarded
pl an pp.-ropriete medium for the replize.tion of
velue by minds finite but free, I'he harmony is
p. relrtion which stands in need of realization
and the purpose of realizing it requires conscious-
ness in the ground of reality as a whole, This
ground or principle of reality will therefore in-
volve the will to goodness ps well es intelligence
end power; and this is whpt we mean by God,"
1-
It rill fee well for is to make clerr mow
to whpt conclusions we heve cone in our study
of IIBffding's theory and its relation to educp-
tion, There pre three main positive conclu-
sions which should be maintained: 1, fhare arc
religious vplues to be conserved* In feet,
there pre unique religious vplues, without
whiek there is no truly religions conscious-
ness,
2
Hgffding is to be criticized in thef"
Sorley, Moral Vplues, p, 4®0 f4S^.
p
What I have crlled G-od-conscionsness is en
example , in fact the most fundamental j of the
religions value 8
,
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he attributes no uniqueness to religious vplues,
identifying them ir. most cases with the ch*?rpe-
ter vplues. The whole matter is treated from
pn empirical and positivistic standpoint. I. ore -
over he fails to give the pssurpnee of tae con-
servation of the personplity-vplue
,
which, accord-
ing to his own theory is the only wry through
w ic'a pll other vrlne vay be conserved. This
failure to carry to its logical co elusion his
own theory is co'Sjicuous in his doctrine of
immortality.
2. These religious vplues must gpin ob-
jectivity through their increase by meaE of the
development of personalities. In order that we
may co-serve p -living and vital religion it is
absolutely essential thrt we increase the religious
values. The burning coal which is hidden srfely
away ir: order t&at it may be certainly preserved,
never fails to die out, leavirg the charred cin-
der with every bit of life and heat smothered
out of it. The constant recurring of a strain
of music, becomes mere monotony, without the least
trace of aesthetic beauty. The water in the pool
without a source and with no outlet becomes stag-

ho.
nent and even unhealthful, A value which is not
aternplly • BaedmiHg if more value, ceese-s in the
strict sense to be of t*1u#« As has already been
pointed out in the paper, we do rot feel that
Hdff&ing plrces enough emphasis upon this phase
of p ilosophy of religion. It is especially
significant in its relation to religious educa-
tion. It is the necessity for the increase in
values which gives to religio is e due Ftion ita
right to be. Religious edue Ftion hrc the great
privilege of making vital end rerl in the 1 :divid-
uel's life the unique religious velues, anS elso
the values of life inasmuch B£ they contribute
value to the deeper meaning of life. It is this
"making vital end real" which is for. the increase
of the values. The dogmas, doctrines, and rit-
uals of the church wouM be enough to conserve
.:. eligious values, cut religious education is need-
ful if these values are to be inc. eased,
3. Religion is the systematize tion of
all the values into an organic wnole ox life.
Unless IIflffding T s axiom of the conservation of
value takes into account this ''large look" on
life, it is too narrow to be taken as a religious

bU
exiom. 1 It is my "belief thet such en inter
-
pretetion of religion eennot be held together
with positivism. Here it is that Hdffding feils
to take the consequences of hip own theory.
While pushing us over the brink iiiTd the sep of
Personelism, he stands sefely on sense -perception
terre firms, feerfu.1 to trice the logic el step
lest, perchance, he find himself unable to swim
when he no longei oottld toaah the shore # In
short, his positivism is incompatible with his
theory of vplue. If the letter theory stands,
then the former fells. Every vrlue hps its
In Dewey's most recent book, I-Iunen Ileture end
Conduct . {192": ) he speaks otf "religion es a sense
of the whole. 11 (p. 331 ) . This is e most signifi-
cent pclcnov'ledgment when comi g from 8 man_ liXe
.
ewey.
-'ote pIso .locking^XShE, p. 1-15.
2Speul&ing the neo-reelist, in an rrticle in the
February (192- ) issue of Ccribners , stetes em-
phatically: "Velu.es ere efficient cruses, forces,
powers in our lives j elbeit they ere immaterial.
In brief, it is by velues that we live* 1 * (p.203 ).
This is very characteristic of the trend of
thought today*
'

i^iHLio- to every other v*lue p^d to the whole
of the organic system of values, 1 Finite per-
sonalities ,
• through whom alone values pre real-
ized, are related to other finite personalities
pnd to the Infinite Being whom we call God, If
this God has not Personality, how is value either
resident in Him or attributed to Him?- We must
choose whether our religious education shall Jeel
with nerves, valves, and axioms, or whether it shall
held up great ideals, realize intrinsic values,
4fote litosterberg, Eternal. YpI;.^^ p,r,54: "/he life
value whioh secures the unit./ of the various
worlds of values is religion,"
p
Socking makes the following statement: USQUE, 3 36)
"God has - also a responsiveness of his own, and
herein lies the immediate experience of the Per-
Bonality of God." It is interesting to note that
while naffding and hocking both make value the
eontral point of religion, they diverge when it
comes to the Personality of the :ieslity-Velue
,
Hocking taking the logical step which Hgffding
fails to do.
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end unite personalities through service to the
Infinite Personality. The axiom of the conser
vrtion of value leads tnevitatily to the exist-
ence of a Personal God, with whom pll finite
personalities rre cooperating to rerllze fhroug
lives of value the whole purpose of the Divine
Will.

Summery of the Thesis.
HSffding believes that the "conservation
of vplue is the. eharact eristic pxio: of .re-
ligion," Thin axio finds an analogy in
science in the theory of the conservation
of energy; experience shows us that values
pre at stales ;, psychologically the relation
between reality Bn$ value is the religious
consoipusnesa* The two predominant types of
historical religion both deal ith value;
epistjkmology; puts the emphasis of religion
on symbolic value; metaphysics eliminates
the difficulty of 'duality by means of the
vplue experience of unity, while ethics is,
in p real sense the realization of the values.
This theory is sometimes criticized
ir that it makes value" the essential element •
in religion: it is thought that this is not
true, but examination proves that value is
essential to religion. In particular, JEBfjf-
ding'S ideal of God and Immortality mpy be
criticized, and justly, since his o ,rm theory
of the conservation of val-e makes a personal
Gad and belief in Immortality inevitable*

Sorley criticises Hiffdimg ^or -prrovness
in his treatment of value, end for the stress
Iftid on corservption rp.ther thru on the in-
crerse of vplu.e« "i'he latter eritiolem hps
poirt pnd should "be trhen into pccount,
The following positive implications
come out of this icier of the eonservption
end ijicrerse of religions values, end these
i: .plicrtions have reletion to religious e.''-
ucrtion. inhere is vplue Pt the heprt of
religion which it is one's duty to conserve,
..eli^io'at educption fi, its right uu uw
inasmuch ps it contributes to the increpse
of relii-io ;.s vplues, Velues, pnd religious
vplues especially, pre conserved in essence,
not, - ;ecessprily strticplly, Thpt is, the
for:n urder which the vplue ppperrs may "be
chprcecl fror tire to ti::.e ; the essence rlone
re~.ri"s, ferr-r^lities , pna pervor'*lities
plone , pre the channels for the realization
of vrlues. In religious <- ucrtion this lerds
us to consider the truth thpt *§ pre teaching
the child pnd not reli^iou, pnd to the repl-
ication of the spcredness of perso: plity , es-

Ill
pecially as b matter of growth. Another sig-
nificant point is found in the necessary
1 ortality of finite personalities resulting
from such I theory. This theory which Ildff-
ding maintains drives one into e persocialistic
philosophy, and with Personalise as b phil-
osop leal background religious eVacrtion
becomes vital end living.
In conclusion we may s ay that there are
reli^io L £ values to "be conserved: unique
religious values realized through finite end
imi .ortal perso "alities. These values must
gain objectivity throug 1 their increase i
the lives of these personalities. It is only
through incites se that progress is made , and
it is the duty of religions education to malce
this progress real, Religioii itself is the
systeraetization of all the values in an or-
ganic whole. Such a view of life is incom-
patible With a positivistic view which .Idff-
ding attempts to hoXd, but it leads directly
to the conclusion that the Reality -Value
must be personal in that cooperation in the
v"or\i ' . out of tl e world purpose involves
."ill on the Divine side as well Bt on the human.
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